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Abstract

Paralinguistic analysis is increasingly turning into a mainstream topic in speech and language processing. This article aims to provide a broad overview of the constantly growing field by defining the field, introducing typical applications, presenting exemplary resources, and sharing a unified view of the chain of processing. It then presents the first broader Paralinguistic Challenge organised at INTERSPEECH 2010 by the authors including a historical overview of the Challenge tasks of recognising age, gender, and affect, a summary of methods used by the participants, and their results. In addition, we present the new benchmark obtained by fusion of participants’ predictions and conclude by discussing ten recent and emerging trends in the analysis of paralinguistics in speech and language.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This special issue will address new approaches towards the analysis of paralinguistics in naturalistic speech and language; the aim of this overview article is to attempt a definition of this field with its manifold tasks, to provide insight into the history and state-of-the-art by discussing the results of the first challenge in this field, and to show promising recent and future trends in the recognition of realistic paralinguistic phenomena.

To start with, we define and illustrate paralinguistics in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we present relevant applications. In Section 4 we discuss the current status and challenges of speech and language resources for the analysis of paralinguistic phenomena, and in Section 5 we sketch the common practice for their computational analysis. Section
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describes the first Challenge on Paralinguistics held at INTERSPEECH 2010 (ICSLP, 2010). In Section 6.1, we give a historical overview of research in the fields of age, gender, and interest analysis in speech as featured in this Challenge. In Section 6.2 the conditions of the challenge are discussed, and in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 the tasks dealing with speaker traits and speaker states are, respectively, described, together with results obtained in the Challenge. Section 7 summarises ten recent and future trends in the field.

In a way, the different parts of this article are only loosely connected. The basics of paralinguistics, rooted in phonetics, linguistics, and all the other scholarships, are not yet tied to the methodologies of automatic speech processing. The topics of the challenge – age, gender, and interest computing – are not necessarily completely reflective of all aspects of paralinguistics. Thus, the sometimes weak integration of the different parts of this article is not a bug but a feature, mirroring the nascent state-of-the-art. Yet, we do hope that, eventually, these efforts would contribute to a more complete integration of the multiple facets of the field. We attempt to join the loose ends of this article in Section 8.

2. Paralinguistic analysis: an overview

Paralinguistics means ‘alongside linguistics’ (from the Greek preposition παρά). Since it first came into use, in the middle of the last century, it was confined to the realm of human–human communication, but with a broad and a narrow meaning. We will follow Crystal (1974) who excludes visual communication and the like from the subject area and restricts the scope of the term to “vocal factors involved in paralanguage”; cf. Abercrombie (1968) for a definition along similar lines. “Vocal factor”, however, in itself is not well-defined. Again, there can be a narrow meaning excluding linguistic/verbal factors, or a broad meaning including them. We will use the last one, defining paralinguistics as the discipline dealing with those phenomena that are modulated onto or embedded into the verbal message, be this in acoustics (vocal, non-verbal phenomena) or in linguistics (connotations of single units or of bunches of units). Thus, we restrict the term to everything that can be found in the speech signal, e.g., in telephone speech or in audio recordings, which cannot be described only in strictly phonetic and/or linguistic terms. Note that, in practice, information obtained from speech will often be combined with information obtained from vision, extra-linguistic context, and the like. There is a suitable term for that, namely multi-modal processing.

To give examples for acoustic phenomena: Everybody would agree that coughs are not linguistic events, but they are somehow embedded in the linguistic message. The same holds for laughter and filled pauses which display some of the characteristics of language, though, e.g., as far as grammatical position or phonotactics is concerned. All these phenomena are embedded in the word chain and are often modelled the same way as words in automatic speech processing; they can denote (health) state, emotion/mood, speaker idiosyncrasies, and the like. In contrast, high pitch as an indication of anxiety and breathy voice indicating attractivity, for example, are modulated onto the verbal message. As for the linguistic level, paralinguistics also deals with everything beyond pure phonology/morphology/syntax/semantics. Let us give an example from semantics: The ‘normal’ word for a being that can be described in the speech signal, e.g., in telephone speech or in audio recordings, cannot be described only in strictly phonetic and/or linguistic terms. Note that, in practice, information obtained from speech will often be combined with information obtained from vision, extra-linguistic context, and the like. There is a suitable term for that, namely multi-modal processing.

The topics of the challenge – age, gender, and interest computing – are not necessarily completely reflective of all aspects of paralinguistics. Thus, the sometimes weak integration of the different parts of this article is not a bug but a feature, mirroring the nascent state-of-the-art. Yet, we do hope that, eventually, these efforts would contribute to a more complete integration of the multiple facets of the field. We attempt to join the loose ends of this article in Section 8.

Ever since the advent of structuralism (de Saussure, 1916), the study of (speech and) language has been more or less confined to the skeleton of language: phonology, morphology, syntax, and grammar in general; there were only rather
anecdotal remarks on functions of language which go beyond pure linguistics, e.g., Bloomfield (1933): “[...] pitch is the acoustic feature where gesture-like variations, non-distinctive but socially effective, border most closely upon genuine linguistic distinctions. The investigation of socially effective but non-distinctive patterns in speech, an investigation scarcely begun, concerns itself, accordingly, to a large extent with pitch.” In the same vein, cf. Pike (1945): “Other intonation characteristics may be affected or caused by individual’s physiological state - anger, happiness, excitement, age, sex, and so on. These help one to identify people and to ascertain how they are feeling [...]”. Thus, the central focus of linguistics in the last century was on structural, on genuine linguistic and, as far as speech is concerned, on formal aspects within phonetics and phonology. Language was conceived of as part of semiotics which deals with denotation. Non-linguistic aspects were conceived of as fringe phenomena, often taken care of by neighbouring disciplines such as ethnology or psychology. However, in the middle of the last century, linguists and phoneticians began to be interested in all these phenomena mentioned by Bloomfield (1933), Pike (1945), i.e., in a broader conceptualisation of semiotics, dealing with connotation (e.g., affective/emotive aspects) as well. Terms such as ‘extralinguistic’, ‘paralanguage’, and ‘paralinguistics’ were introduced by Trager (1958), and later elaborated on by Crystal (1963, 1966, 1974). Whereas the ‘garden-fencing’ within linguistics, i.e., the concentration on structural aspects, was mainly caused by theoretical considerations, a similar development can be observed within automatic speech (and language) processing which, however, was mainly caused by practical constraints. It began with concentrating on single words; then very constrained, read/acted speech, representing only one variety (i.e., one rather canonical speech register) was addressed. Nowadays, different speech registers, dialects, and spontaneous speech in general are being processed as well.

Within phonetics, the basic interest in formal aspects (i.e., phonetic, not semantic, content) meant that research concentrated mostly on purely phonetic phenomena, and rather later on the functions that can be attributed to them. In contrast, automatic speech and language processing is interested in the functional aspects, i.e., foremost in the denotational meaning. However, especially in the last decade, a new focus on connotational meaning, i.e., on paralinguistic phenomena, came into view. This goes along with the differences between phonetic and speech processing approaches, the former mainly using a few, carefully selected parameters, whereas the latter nowadays often relies on brute forcing, i.e., on using a general purpose, large feature vector with subsequent feature selection and/or reduction. Advantages and disadvantages are obvious: Phoneticians gain deep insights into a few features but do not know whether there are other ones equally important. Brute force approaches hopefully provide all the relevant features but chances are high that one may not be able to see the wood for the trees; moreover, performance and not interpretation is the main measure of quality.

Another founding principle of phonetics and linguistics is segmentation. Speech is composed of components that can be segmented on the time axis, from sub-phonics units to phones/phonemes to syllables/morphemes to words to constituents/phrases and, eventually, to whole narratives. In written language—the genuine topic of Natural Language Processing—segmentation is trivially given by blanks, punctuation marks, and paragraphs. All this is often obfuscated within the automatic processing of paralinguistics because, on the one hand, equally spaced analysis frames are used and, on the other hand, whole recordings, be this single utterances or whole narratives, are taken as unit of analysis. However, for a thorough and sound analysis, it is not irrelevant whether paralinguistic phenomena are really modulated onto (sort of dispersed over) speech, whether they can be clearly localised, or whether it is something in between.

Let us now introduce one specific sub-type of phonation as an example for paralinguistic forms and functions; “Phonation concerns the generation of acoustic energy [...] at the larynx, by the action of the vocal folds.” Laver (1994), p. 132. One major phonation type is voicing with several sub-types: normal ‘modal’ voicing, laryngealisation, and falsetto. Laryngealisation (other terms are, e.g., irregular phonation, creak, vocal fry, creaky voice, or pulse register) shows up as irregular voiced stretches of speech. Mostly, it does not disturb pitch perception but is perceived as suprasegmental, differently shaped irritation modulated onto the pitch curve which can be found both in pathological and normal speech. As for the formal aspect, one can try and establish different types of laryngealisations (Batliner et al., 1993) and classify them automatically (Kießling et al., 1995; Ishi et al., 2005). As for the functional aspect, one can try and find different functions for this phenomenon. In spite of the fact that it is largely unnoticed by speakers even if they employ it themselves, there is a plethora of such functions: signalling utterance finality (Böhm and Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007), word boundaries (Huber, 1988; Kushan and Slifka, 2006; Ni Chasaide and Gobl, 2004), or specific segments (Gerfen and Baker, 2005; Fischer-Jørgensen, 1989) (phonological/linguistic functions), holding or yielding the floor (Local and Kelly, 1986) (pragmatic functions). Laver (1994, p. 194ff.) lists different uses and functions of ‘creak’ phonation, among them the paralinguistic function ‘bored resignation’ in English Received Pronunciation (RP), ‘commiseration and complaint’ in Tzeltal, and ‘apology or supplication’ in an Otomanguean language of Central America. Extra- and paralinguistically, laryngealisation can be a marker of personal
identity and/or social class; normally, they are a marker of higher class speech. Wilden et al. (1998) quote evidence that, not only for human voices but for mammals in general, ‘non-linear phenomena’ (i.e., irregular phonation) can denote individuality and status (pitch as an indicator of a large body size and/or social dominance; “... subharmonic components might be used to mimic a low-sounding voice”). Bad news is communicated with breathy and creaky voice (Freese and Maynard, 1998), boredom with lax creaky voice, and, to a smaller extent, sadness with creaky voice (Gobl and Ní Chasaide, 2003). However, if speakers habitually produce laryngealised speech, then it is at least very difficult to tell apart other functions: It is an idiosyncratic trait. Further references are given in Batliner et al. (2007).

Thus, a formal phenomenon, i.e., laryngealisation, can be short term or long term/persisting, or can cover almost any time slice in between these extremes. It can be both a formal (short term) state and a formal (long term) trait. In the same vein, we can speak of traits vs. states if it comes to paralinguistic functional phenomena. We choose laryngealisations as an example because it is, on the one hand, pronounced enough, displaying different forms and functions; on the other hand, neither taxonomy nor functions are fully understood. Phenomena like that will be the basis of differences found in automatic processing of paralinguistic functions but, most likely, they will not be detected or discussed because they are well hidden behind a forest of features and procedures.

At least amongst linguists, language has always been seen as the principal mode of communication for human beings (Trager, 1958) which is accompanied by other communication systems such as body posture, movement, facial expression, cf. Crystal (1966) where the formal means of indicating communicative stances are listed: (1) vocalisations such as ‘mhm’, ‘shhh’, (2) hesitations, (3) ‘non-segmental’ prosodic features such as tension (slurred, lax, tense, precise), (4) voice qualifiers (whispery, breathy,...), (5) voice qualification (laugh, giggle, sob, cry), and (6) non-linguistic personal noises (coughs, sneezes, snores, heavy breathing,...). Examples for some recent approaches that deal with vocal outbursts include sighs and yawns (Russell et al., 2003), laughs (Campbell et al., 2005; Batliner et al., in press), cries (Pal et al., 2006), hesitations and consent (Schuller et al., 2009a), and coughs (Matos et al., 2006).

The extensional differentiation between terms such as verbal/non-verbal or vocal/non-vocal is sometimes not easy to maintain and different usages do exist; as often, it might be favourable to employ a prototype concept with typical and fringe phenomena (Rosch, 1975). A fringe phenomenon, for example, is filled pauses which often are conceived of as non-verbal, vocal phenomena; however, they normally follow the native phonotactics, cannot be placed everywhere, can be exchanged by filler words such as ‘well’, and are modelled in automatic speech recognition (ASR) the same way as words.

Several formal types have been mentioned so far. As for different functions, the basic, meaningful main taxonomy is along the time axis as well, from long term traits to short term states. Again, the following listing is neither complete nor do we mention all possible varieties. For instance, we assume only two genders even if there exist more varieties in between.

- **Long term traits:**
  - biological trait primitives such as height (Mporas and Ganchev, 2009; Schuller et al., 2011e), weight, age (Schuller et al., 2010b), gender (Schuller et al., 2010b);
  - group/ethnicity membership: race/culture/social class with a weak borderline towards other linguistic concepts, i.e., speech registers such as dialect or nativeness (Omar and Pelecanos, 2010);
  - personality traits: likability (Weiss and Burkhardt, 2010; Bruckert et al., 2006);
  - personality in general, cf. below (Gocsál, 2009; Mohammadi et al., 2010; Polzehl et al., 2010);
  - a bundle of traits constitutes speaker idiosyncrasies, i.e., speaker-ID; speaker traits can be used to mutually improve classification performance (van Dommelen and Moxness, 1995; Schuller et al., 2011e).

- **Medium term between traits and states:**
  - (partly) self-induced more or less temporary states: sleepiness (Krajewski et al., 2009), intoxication (e.g., alcoholisation Levit et al., 2001; Schiel and Heinrich, 2009; Schuller et al., 2011c), health state (Maier et al., 2009), mood (e.g., depression (Ellgring and Scherer, 1996));
  - structural (behavioural, interactional, social) signals: role in dyads, groups, and the like (Laskowski et al., 2008), friendship and identity (Ipgrave, 2009), positive/negative attitude (Fujie et al., 2006), (non-verbal) social signals (Vinciarelli et al., 2009), entrainment (Lee et al., 2011a);
• Short term states:
  – mode: speaking style (Nose et al., 2007) and voice quality (Zhang and Hansen, 2007);
  – emotions (full-blown, prototypical): (Scherer, 2003);
  – emotion-related states or affects: for example, general (Batliner et al., 2011a,c, 2008b), stress (Hansen and Bou-Ghazale, 1997), intimacy (Batliner et al., 2008a), interest (Schuller et al., 2009a, 2010b), confidence (Pon-Barry, 2008), uncertainty (Black et al., 2008; Litman et al., 2009), deception (Enos et al., 2007; Bénézech, 2007), politeness (Nadeu and Prieto, 2011; Yildirim et al., 2005, 2011), frustration (Ang et al., 2002; Arunachalam et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2001), sarcasm (Rankin et al., 2009; Tepperman et al., 2006), pain (Belin et al., 2008).

All these traits and states can have different intensity, of course, apart from the ones that are binary or can be measured on an interval scale such as age or height. The temporal aspects of paralinguistics are fundamental, and hence need to be reflected in the computational approaches as well. Other possible taxonomies, e.g., honest vs. dishonest communication, felt vs. perceived affective states, and the like are ‘higher-order’ constructs and belong to the realm of psychology. Moreover, the default processing of paralinguistics normally takes phonetic and linguistic cues at face values; this is conditioned both by the normal way of collecting data via annotation and by the inherent difficulties in telling apart these different stances. Needless to say all these other taxonomies are both interesting and important for specific applications.

As for the rather permanent traits, the authors in van Dommelen and Moxness (1995) examined the ability of listeners to determine the speaker’s height and weight from speech samples and found that, especially for male speakers, listeners are able to estimate a speaker’s height and weight up to a certain degree. A similar study is documented in Krauss et al. (2002); it deals with the assignment of photographs to voices as well as the estimation of a speaker’s age, height, and weight via speech samples. The relationship between formant frequencies and body size was examined in Gonzalez (2004). Especially for female participants, a significant correlation between formant parameters and height could be found. Another study revealed significant negative correlations between fundamental frequency/formant dispersion and body shape and weight of male speakers (Evans et al., 2006).

One of the most important traits is personality, where research has a long tradition, leading to the now established Five-Factor Model of personality (Digman, 1990) modelling Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism (‘OCEAN’). Mostly linguistic information has been used because self-assessment and peer-assessment of personality normally is conducted with the help of lists of verbal descriptors which subsequently are combined and condensed into descriptions of higher-level dimensions. Meta language, i.e., verbal descriptors, prevailed, and object language, i.e., the use of linguistic, phonetic, verbal and non-verbal markers in the speech of subjects, was less exploited. Scherer (1979) gives an overview of personality markers in speech and pertinent literature; in Mokhtari and Campbell (2008), listener tests were conducted, revealing that people consistently associate different tones of voice with certain speaker personality characteristics. A more recent account of the state-of-the-art, especially on the automatic recognition of personality with the help of speech and linguistic information, and experimental results can be found in Mairesse et al. (2007). To give some examples of other topics: Gawda (2007) tests the associations among neuroticism, extraversion, and paralinguistic expression. Rosenberg and Hirschberg (2005, 2009) deal with acoustic/prosodic and lexical correlates of charismatic speech. Gregory and Gallagher (2002) demonstrate that US president election outcomes can be predicted on the basis of spectral information beneath 0.5 kHz, and Oberlander and Nowson (2006) employ textual features for personality classification of weblogs.

Obviously, correlations among speaker states and traits exist; for example, in Byrd (1994) it was shown that both the speaker’s sex and the dialect region affect pronunciation. Sex and dialect related variation was studied using the TIMIT database, displaying effects on phonetic characteristics such as of central vowels, speech rate, flapping. Further, relationships between word usage and demographics were analysed in Gillick (2010). Demographic traits included gender, age, education level, ethnicity, and geographic region. Beyond speaker classification generally for paralinguistics, gender-dependencies have been reported consistently, e.g., by Provine (1993). Several studies indicate that considering gender information in an automatic emotion recognition system leads to higher recognition accuracies (Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2004; Vogt and Andre, 2006); however, it is not settled yet whether this is simply due to the different pitch registers of male and female voices, or to gender-specific differences in the expression of emotion. Also, for forensic speaker classification, a wide range of different speaker characteristics such as dialect, foreign accent, sociolect, age, gender, and medical conditions has been employed (Jessen, 2007).
The search for formal paralinguistic parameters might have been dominated by acoustic parameters, probably, because of the long time prevailing experimental paradigm to use segmentally identical or at least tightly controlled experimental stimuli. However, specific functions such as the indication of evaluation/valence (positive vs. negative) are not good candidates for pure acoustic modelling (Scherer, 1981). As for the use of linguistic means, evaluation can also be influenced by subtle (seemingly ‘innocent’) linguistic structural means such as the use of transitive or non-transitive verbs (Fausey and Boroditsky, 2010) or of anaphoric pronouns (Batliner, 1984). However, frequently employed for indicating valence is, of course, semantics, i.e., denotations and especially connotations, via the use of specific words and word classes.

Both form and function of paralinguistic phenomena can be straightforward, easy to obtain, and frequent, or complex, difficult to extract/annotate, and sparse. The computation of pitch register is relatively straightforward; it is normally always obtainable for speech, and thus it is a frequent parameter, and one of its functions, namely telling apart males from females, is often encoded in databases as well. Moreover, telling gender apart automatically is attractive for many applications. So is age, such as for selecting acoustic and language models of speech recognisers according to children or senior speakers (Wöllmer et al., 2011). The ground truth can be provided fully objectively, and it is known that age influences, for example, voice quality such as the jitter and shimmer parameters. In contrast, for instance, laryngealisation as marker of social status cannot always be observed, and it is often speaker-specific; it is not easy to tell apart its different functions, or to annotate it. So far, we do not know of any large database annotated with this phenomenon and such functions. Therefore, age and gender were natural trait candidates for a first paralinguistic challenge; in addition, we employed a database with the emotion-related state ‘interest’, in order to cover both long term traits and short term states.

3. Applications

In human–human communication, the determination of a speaker’s states and traits takes place at all times; this we want to bundle under the heading speaker classification. It is valuable for the communication process, because people constantly adapt their manner of speaking, based on the assessment of their communication partner’s age, gender, mood, or mother tongue; in addition, they exploit this information to interpret their communication partner’s intentions. Thus it pays off to incorporate such strategies into automated voice services. Moreover, new applications will be possible. Various scenarios are envisaged in the following where speaker classification could be applied. Some of them have been repeatedly mentioned in the literature or in the public media; a few are even deployed as real-world applications. Many scenarios based in particular on emotion recognition are further discussed in Cowie et al. (2001), Picard (2003), and Batliner et al. (2006).

Before we describe the types of applications, we have to put forth two caveats: performance and ethics. These are mutually interdependent: If the performance of a classification is low, it might either be not worthwhile or unethical to use it—or both. Lie detectors are a good example. Despite high expectations and promises, their performance is rather poor. Even if the—assumed—performance might please some juries, it is definitely unethical to base verdicts on such poor evidence. On the other hand, their performance could be sufficiently high to warrant their use for computer surveillance at airports—we do not know yet. Thus we have to tell apart single instance performance and cumulative and/or statistical evidence. Employing the detection of costumers anger in call centre application might be risky because some false alarms are inevitable. Using such information in a cumulative way for checking call centre agents’ quality might be promising; however, the questions about the ethics of such automation are still open. As the present article is rather a technical one, normally we will not detail ethical considerations when describing the applications.

**Speech recognition and interpretation of speakers’ intention:** It seems obvious that ‘what’ has been said has to be interpreted in the light of ‘how’ it has been said; natural language understanding can indeed profit from paralinguistic information (Chen, 2009), e.g., when trying to recognise equivocation (Bello, 2006). Information about speaker state or traits can be exploited even in the acoustic layer to improve recognition of ‘what’ has been said, e.g., by acoustic model adaptation (Fernandez and Picard, 2003; Athanaselis et al., 2005; Steidl et al., 2010).

**Conversation analysis, mediation, and transmission:** Use-cases for computer-aided analysis of human–human conversations include the investigation of synchrony in the prosody of married couples (Lee et al., 2010), specific types of discourse (Romanyshyn, 2009) in psychology, or the analysis and summarisation of meetings (Kennedy and Ellis, 2003; Laskowski, 2009). For severely hearing-impaired persons with cochlear-implants (CI), this may be of
interest as well because so far CI processors typically alter the spectral cues which are crucial for the perception of
paralinguistic information (Massida et al., 2011). Children with autism may profit from the analysis of emotional cues
as they may have difficulties understanding or displaying them (Demouy et al., 2011; Mower et al., 2011). Finally,
transmitting paralinguistic information along with other message elements can be used to animate avatars (de Sevin
et al., 2010), to enrich dictated text messages, or to label calls in voice mailboxes by symbols such as emoticons (Biever,
2005).

**Adapting to callers in a voice portal:** This describes in a generic way the idea to classify the customers of a
call centre and pass them on to an agent whose profile matches the caller’s class. One obvious example would be the
language of the caller in a multilingual call-centre, e.g., a credit-card hotline. Detecting anger in the caller’s voice
(think of a complaint hotline) and subsequent handling of very angry customers by specially trained agents (Burkhardt
et al., 2005b) might be very beneficial. In the case of a static classification such as age or gender classification,
one possibility would be to implement several designs and activate the one that fits best to the current user profile.
This might consist of very subtle changes: For example, elderly customers might prefer a slower speech rate in system
prompts. Here, a misclassification would not lead to a perceptible difficulty for callers. On the other hand, a dynamic
speaker classification such as classifying emotion of speakers, could be used to adapt the dialogue dynamically. One
of the most famous examples for such an application is the emotion-aware voice portal that detects anger in the user’s
voice and tries to soothe her by comforting dialogue strategies, as described in Burkhardt et al. (2005b). However, a
misclassification might lead to serious problems because callers that were not angry will probably get angry if ‘accused
unjustly’. The technology has already reached the market: Companies offer voice-portal services that include emotion,
age, gender, or language detection modules such as the technology offered by NICE®.

**Call centre quality management:** Call centre managers have a strong interest in monitoring and optimising the
quality of the services provided by their agents (Mishne et al., 2005). Speaker classification can be employed for this
purpose in a variety of ways. For example, a classifier for the emotional state of the agents and/or the callers can be
used to calculate scores that act as indicators of the average quality of service provided over a certain period of
time. Based on a large number of calls, a classifier with state-of-the-art recognition rates on the utterance level might
be suitable to detect relevant changes, such as an increasing number of angry callers or an increasing average stress
level of the call centre agents. Speaker classification can also be employed to identify individual calls in a corpus of
recorded call centre conversations. For example, calls of angry users can be selected for the purpose of training agents
to cope with this situation. Further, one can assume the success of a call centre to be higher (this could be measured
in customer satisfaction or sometimes even in revenue) when the characteristics of the caller and the agent match, i.e.,
they are in the same age range and social level. If it is possible to create a profile of the caller groups over time (in the
morning, young male professionals call and in the afternoon, elderly housewives from middle class families), it makes
sense trying to match the structure of the call centre agent groups to the caller structure, depending on the time of the
day.

**Target-group specific advertising:** In analogy to the development of internet services, a rising number of telephone
services will be financed by advertising. Knowledge of the user group can help in choosing products and ways of
marketing. This could be used as an online application if the users get classified at the beginning of the conversation,
and tailored advertisement is presented to them in the course of further interaction, e.g., while they wait for a connection.
In an offline application, the main user groups of a specific voice-portal or branch of a voice portal could be identified
during a data collecting phase, and later, advertisement targeted for the major user group can be chosen. This is
non-critical application (Batliner et al., 2006) because the main target of the interaction (to obtain more detailed user
informations) would not be put at risk by the choice of an inappropriate advertisement.

**Gaming, fun:** A related field of applications can be found in the gaming or entertainment sector. For example,
the love detector by Nemesysco Ltd. attempts to classify speech samples based on how much ‘love’ they convey.
Numerous companies offer lie or stress detectors which are supposed to detect the truth of the spoken words by brain-
wave analysis manifested in the acoustic signal. For example, THQ® Entertainment recently introduced the game
“Truth or Lies – Someone Will Get Caught” for video consoles that comes with a microphone and claims to detect

---

1 http://www.nice.com/.
2 http://www.nemesysco.com/.
lies. Note that here a poor performance of the lie detector might not be critical because the main motivation is not to detect the truth but to keep the game going. In automatic prize competitions over the telephone, the set of questions can be matched against the callers’ characteristics. Usually, the idea behind such quiz games is that callers should have a quite good chance to get the right answers in order to provide a chance to establish a relation to the caller. If the system is aware of teens calling in, perhaps questions on currently successful pop bands is the right choice; for the older generation, questions on classical music might be more preferable. Last but not least, the credibility of virtual characters in role games can be enhanced by the detection of emotions or of other personality traits.

Therapeutic serious games: Today, the technologies of video games, together with the technologies of speech analysis (e.g., stress detection) and of vocal interaction, allow the design of immersive serious games with therapeutic purpose, based on the verbal interaction and the techniques of role play. These tools have a dual purpose: First, they want to assist the therapists in automating certain therapeutic processes such as to estimate, to follow, and to treat a higher number of patients. Second, they want to allow the patients to increase the hours of exercises of cognitive remediation with a tool that gives biofeedback, e.g., on the level of stress.

Health related: On the one hand, speech based classification can be used to help elderly people to live longer in their homes by using an acoustic pain surveillance for detecting and classifying distress calls automatically without using automated speech recognition (Belin et al., 2008). On the other hand, voice classification can be used to diagnose, monitor, and screen diseases and speech disorders (Schoentgen, 2006) such as Parkinson’s disease (Rektorova et al., 2007), patients who had their larynx removed due to cancer, children with cleft lip and palate (Maier et al., 2009) or dysphonia (Malyaska et al., 2005); or further pathological effects (Dibazar and Narayan, 2002). At the University of Memphis, the analysis of soundtracks from a recording system worn by young children is used to find differences between typically developing kids and those previously diagnosed with autism or with language delays (Oller et al., 2010). At the University of Haifa, an acoustic analysis method has been to detect early stages of Parkinson’s disease (Sapir et al., 2010). In Germany, the pharmaceutical company Boehringer Ingelheim, together with the Fraunhofer Institute, offers a telephone help line that classifies the cough of callers. They can determine whether the caller suffers more from a ‘dry’ or a ‘congested’ cough. In Harrison and Horne (2000), several differences are shown in the quality of the vocal articulation after a night of sleep deprivation (reduced intonation and a slowing down of the vocal flow); in Bard et al. (1996), a reduction of the spontaneous dialogues and performance degradation of the subjects is observed under similar conditions. Generally speaking, these results suggest effects of sleep deprivation on communication, especially with a reduction of the spontaneous verbalisations, trouble finding words, and a degradation of the articulation. Subjects under sleep deprivation produce less details and show less empathy toward a team-mate (Caraty and Montacie, 2010).

Tutoring systems: In edutainment software and tutoring systems, user states such as uncertainty (Litman et al., 2009), interest, stress, cognitive load (Boril et al., 2010), or even deception can be employed to adapt the system and the teaching pace (Litman and Forbes, 2003; Ai et al., 2006); generally, paralinguistic cues are essential for tutors and students to make learning successful (Price et al., 2007). In addition, automatic voice coaching, e.g., to give better public speeches or simply to intonate appropriately when learning foreign languages, becomes possible (Pfister and Robinson, 2010).

Assistive and communicative robotics: Another field of applications is Robotics. The analysis of affective states (emotion, feeling) and personality is still very rudimentary in robotics and often limits itself to tactile interactions. With a better modelling of these states and traits, we will be able to add social competence to humanoid or other highly interactive and communicative robots (Martinez and Cruz, 2005; Batliner et al., 2011b), assistive robots (Delaborde and Devillers, 2010), or to (virtual) agents (Schröder et al., 2008).

Surveillance: There are many security related situations (surgical operation (Schuller et al., 2010a), crisis management, and all the tasks connected to piloting) where monitoring of stress level, sleepiness, intoxication, and such, may play a vital role (Ronzhin, 2005). Speech can be used as modality of analysis for these states. In addition, counter terrorism or counter vandalism surveillance may be aided by analysing paralinguistic cues such as aggressiveness of potential aggressors (Schuller et al., 2008b; Kwon et al., 2008), or fear of potential victims (Clavel et al., 2008).

Media retrieval: In the field of multimedia retrieval, paralinguistic information is of interest for manifold types of media searches, such as highlights in sports games by measuring the level of excitement in the reporter’s speech (Boril et al., 2011) or simply looking for speakers belonging to specific classes (such as age, gender, or charisma Schuller et al., 2011d).
Encoding and compression: Paralinguistic information can additionally be used to encode or compress speech. For example, the MPEG4 standard comprises Ekman’s ‘Big Six’ emotion categories. In future applications, further speaker classification can be used to exploit speaker state and trait information for high compression rates.

Controlling: In fact, even (cross-modal) control is possible by paralinguistic rather than linguistic means, e.g., in the aid of artists with upper limb disabilities to use the volume of their voice for controlling cursor movements to create drawings on the screen (Perera et al., 2009) or in programming non-verbal voice control of inanimate objects (Al Hashimi, 2009).

All these applications, modelling paralinguistic speech and language, illustrate the great potential in human–machine and human–robot interaction as well as in machine mediated human–human communication and media retrieval, apart from being a ‘hot topic’ in research.

4. Speech and language resources

Speech databases used for training and adaptation comprise the stored audio of exemplary speech for model learning (training) and testing; a transcription of the spoken content may be given, together with labels for phenomena such as emotion, age, or personality. It is common wisdom in automatic speech processing that training data should be as close as possible to the data used for testing. For some applications, read, i.e., non-spontaneous, non-realistic speech data will do because the data used for testing will be read as well; examples are the screening of pathological or non-native speech or speaker verification for access control. A majority of applications, however, calls for non-prompted, non-acted speech data. There is an obvious clash between this demand and the majority of studies that still deal with prompted, acted data. It is sometimes argued that such data can be tightly controlled and are better suited to investigate felt, not only displayed, emotions. Notwithstanding such theoretical debates, the proof of the pudding is speech obtained from realistic environments. Inevitably, algorithms trained with data basically different from the data used for testing will yield significantly lower recognition performance. We know of a few studies that proved this statement to be true, for instance (Batliner et al., 2000); we do not know of a single study that proved the opposite.

There are other requirements that fall under the heading ‘nice and very useful to have’: large number of speakers and tokens; data with both close talk microphone and room microphone, displaying noise and reverberation (as is the case for real-life data); meaningful categorisations (cf. emotion categories vs. dimensions) (Mori et al., 2011); reliable annotations either by the speaker herself or by a higher number of annotators to avoid skewness (at least three but more is better); additional perception tests by independent labellers to provide a comparison of human performance for the task; balanced distribution of instances across classes or within the dimensional continuum; knowledge of the targeted distribution; high diversity of speaker ages, gender, ethnicity, language, etc.; and normally, high spoken content variation. Finally, one wishes for well-defined test, develop, and training partitions without prototypical selection of ‘friendly’ cases for classification; free availability of the database; and well-documented meta-data. At the same time, the privacy of the speakers has to be preserved, which can be in contradiction to the other requirements (Wyatt et al., 2007).

As shown above, a broad range of topics is related to paralinguistic speech but very few corpora with realistic data are public. Furthermore, the annotation protocol (annotation scheme, number of annotators) and the validation protocols of the annotation (alpha and kappa measures, perception tests) are rarely detailed. Most of the corpora also contain only a few speakers and small amounts of data which often are segmented based on coarse and suboptimal criteria. Often, partitions are not well-defined, which makes exact repetition of experiments impossible. Most of the time, there is no development partition defined; meta information such as speaker age or height is often missing. This is particularly unfortunate because such meta-information could be used for parallel assessment of several states and traits at a time and can exploit mutual dependencies.

Looking at data collection, we can regroup several types of speaker states and traits into two big classes of databases. First, the class of databases with ‘common’ traits (e.g., age, gender), which always are present despite the fact that pertaining information is not always annotated. Obviously, there is more of this type of corpora than of the second class of corpora, which are especially tailored for the study of ‘more specific’ traits. Second, the class of databases with ‘less usual’ states and traits that are sparser in data collected in real-life scenarios, and more difficult to record in large quantity; often, their labelling is more ambiguous (Mower et al., 2009). Due to this sparseness in real-life, specific databases are built for specific analyses such as alcoholised speech, sleepy speech (Schuller et al., 2011a), or emotions. In the last ten years, large efforts in the community have been undertaken towards collecting such corpora. Regrettably,
most of them used by different teams have high levels of privacy and cannot be shared (Devillers et al., 2005). For a few databases, several types of paralinguistic factors can be analysed: In the aGender database, age, gender, and likability (Burkhardt et al., 2011); in the TUM AVIC database, interest and diverse types of non-linguistic vocalisations. These corpora are introduced in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. Some corpora have initially not been recorded aiming at modelling speaker states and traits; however, their rich meta-data makes this possible: The TIMIT corpus (Fisher et al., 1986), originally recorded for automatic speech recognition, can be used for speaker trait analysis (Mporas and Ganchev, 2009; Schuller et al., 2011e); the “Vera am Mittag” (VAM) corpus (Grimm et al., 2008), recorded for three-dimensional affect recognition, can be used for age and gender recognition (Schuller et al., 2011d).

Note that speaker trait databases require a basically different approach compared to speaker state databases. For a reasonable modelling, a very high number of different speakers is needed (typically around 1000). For speaker states, one can collect data from only a few speakers (typically around 10–100, cf., e.g., Stuhlsatz et al. (2011)), but with varying state. Speaker independence is a must when dealing with traits – unless longitudinal studies can be conducted, and speaker adaptation may not be an option, while one can choose to deal differently with these topics when looking at states.

5. Computational analysis

In Fig. 1, a unified overview of typical paralinguistic speech and language analysis systems is given. Each component in the chain of processing is described in the following.

**Speech databases** (training/adaptation phase): They comprise the stored audio of exemplary speech for model learning and testing. In addition, a transcription of the spoken content may be given together with labels for emotion, age, personality, or other phenomena (Section 4).

**Preprocessing**: Subsequent to capturing the speech sound—a complex sequence of changes in air pressure—by a single microphone or an array of microphones, and its sampling and quantisation, preprocessing follows. This step usually aims at the enhancement of the speech signal or at the separation of multiple speakers’ signals. Usually, denoising is dealt with in the literature more frequently than de-reverberation that aims at reducing the influence of varying room impulse responses. Popular speech enhancement algorithms comprise Independent Component Analysis in the case of multiple microphones/arrays, and Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) (Schmidt and Olsson, 2006) in the case of single microphones for separation of signals.

**Low Level Descriptor extraction**: At this stage, feature vectors are extracted—at approximately 100 frames per second with typical window sizes of 10–30 ms for acoustics. Windowing functions are usually rectangular for extraction of LLDs in the time domain and smooth (e.g., Hamming or Hann) for extraction in the frequency or time-frequency (TF, e.g., Gaussian or general wavelets) domains. Many systems process features on this level directly, either to provide a frame-by-frame estimate, by sliding windows of feature vectors of fixed length, or by dynamic approaches that provide some sort of temporal alignment and warping such as through Hidden Markov Models or
general Dynamic Bayesian Networks. Typical acoustic LLDs in the field cover: intonation (pitch, etc.), intensity (energy, Teager functions, etc.), linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC), perceptual linear prediction (PLP) parameters, cepstral coefficients (Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), etc.), formants (amplitude, position, width, etc.), spectrum (Mel frequency bands (MBF), NMF-based components, MPEG-7 audio spectrum projection, roll-off, etc.), TF transformation (wavelets, Gabor, etc.), harmonicity (harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR), noise-to-harmonics Ratio (NHR), etc.), and perturbation (jitter, shimmer, etc.). These are often added by deriving further LLDs based on the raw LLDs (deltas, regression coefficients, correlation coefficients, etc.). Further, diverse filtering (smoothing, normalising, etc.) may be applied. In addition, typical linguistic LLDs comprise linguistic entities (phoneme sequences, word sequences, etc.), non-linguistic strings (laughter, sighs, etc.), and disfluencies (false starts, filled/unfilled pauses, etc.). Again, deriving further LLDs may be considered (stemmed, Part-Of-Speech tagged, semantically tagged, etc.). Finally, these may be tokenised in different ways, such as word (back-off) N-Grams, or character N-Grams; a more detailed explanation is given in Schuller et al. (2011b). Note that their extraction usually requires automatic speech recognition. This further allows providing speech recognition confidences as LLD.

**Chunking** (optional): This stage is needed prior to the application of ‘functionals’ to determine the temporal unit of analysis. Different types of such units have been investigated requiring more or less ‘intelligence’ in the segmentation effort. These comprise a fixed number of frames, acoustic chunking (e.g., by Bayesian Information Criterion), voiced/unvoiced parts, phonemes, syllables, words, sub-turns in the sense of syntactically or semantically motivated chunks below the turn level, or complete turns (Batliner et al., 2010). Note that only an additional effort towards chunking is optional – and very likely beneficial; implicitly, chunking always takes place, even if just the recorded speech signal from first to last sample point is chosen as unit of analysis.

**Hierarchical functional extraction** (optional): In this stage, functionals are applied per LLD or spanning over LLDs (Pachet and Roy, 2009; Eyben et al., 2010b). The intention is a further information reduction and projection of the time series of potentially unknown length to a scalar value per applied functional. By that, analysis is shifted to the ‘supra-segmental’ level, which is known to be sufficient or even beneficial, in particular for prosodic information. For acoustic LLDs, these functionals comprise: extremes (minimum, maximum, range, etc.), mean (arithmetic, absolute, etc.), percentiles (quartiles, ranges, etc.), standard deviation, higher moments (skewness, kurtosis, etc.), peaks (number, distances, etc.), segments (number, duration, etc.), regression (coefficients, error, etc.), spectral (Discrete Cosine Transformation coefficients, etc.) and temporal (durations, positions, etc.) parameters, as provided, e.g., by the openSMILE feature extractor (Eyben et al., 2010b). For linguistic LLDs, the following functionals can be computed per chunk: vector space modelling (bag-of-words, etc.), look-up (word lists, concepts, etc.), statistical and information theoretic measures (salience, information gain, etc.). Also at this level, further and altered features can be obtained from the raw functionals (hierarchical, cross-LLD, cross-chunking, contextual, etc.). Finally, another stage of filtering (smoothing, normalising, etc.) is frequently adopted.

**Feature reduction**: This step usually first transforms the feature space—typically by a translation into the origin of the feature space, and a rotation to reduce covariances outside the main diagonal of the covariance matrix, in order to reduce covariance between features in the transformed space. This is typically obtained by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002). Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) additionally employs target information (usually discrete, i.e., class-labels) in order to maximise the distance between class centres and to minimise dispersion of classes. Next, a dimension reduction by selecting a limited number of features in the new space takes place—in the case of PCA and LDA, done by choosing components with highest eigenvalues. Note that these features usually still require extraction of all features in the original space as they are mostly linear combinations of these.

**Feature selection/generation** (training/adaptation phase): This procedure decides which features actually to keep in the feature space. This may be of interest if a new task—e.g., estimation of a speaker’s weight, body surface, race, or heart rate from acoustic properties—is not well known. In such a case, a multiplicity of features can be ‘brute-forced’. From these, the ones well suited for the task can be kept. Typically, a target function is defined first. In the case of ‘open loop’ selection, typical target functions are based on information theoretic criteria such as information gain, or statistical ones such as correlation among features or correlation of features with the target of the task. In the case of ‘closed loop’, these are often the learning algorithm’s error to be reduced. Usually a search function is needed in addition because an exhaustive search in the feature space is computationally hardly feasible. Such search may start with an empty set, adding features in ‘forward’ direction or start with the full set deleting features in ‘backward’ direction, or start ‘somewhere in the middle’ and perform bidirectional processing. Often randomness is injected or the search is based entirely on random selection guided by principles such as evolutionary (genetic) algorithms. As the
search is usually based on accepting a sub-optimal solution by reducing computation effort, ‘floating’ is often added to overcome nesting effects (Pudil et al., 1994; Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2006). In the case of forward search, (limited) backward steps are added to avoid too ‘greedy’ a search. This ‘Sequential Forward Floating Search’ is among the most popular in the field, as one typically selects a small number of final features out of a large set. In addition, generation of further feature variants can be considered within the selection of features, e.g., by applying single feature or multiple feature mathematical operations such as logarithm, or division which can lead to better representation in the feature space.

Parameter selection (training/adaptation phase): Parameter selection ‘fine tunes’ the learning algorithm. In the example of neuronal networks, this can comprise optimisation of their topology such as the number of neurons in the hidden layer, network initialisation, the type of function in the neurons, or step size in the gradient-based back-propagation in the learning phase. Indeed, the performance of a machine learning algorithm can be significantly influenced by optimal or suboptimal parametrisation. While this step is seldom carried out systematically apart from varying expert-picked ‘typical’ values, the most popular approach is often grid search. As for feature selection, it is crucial not to ‘tune’ on speech instances used for evaluation because obviously, this would lead to overestimation of performance.

Model learning (training/adaptation phase): This is the actual training phase in which the classifier or regressor model is built, based on labelled data. There are classifiers or regressors that do not need this phase (so-called lazy learners) as they only decide at run-time which class to choose, e.g., by the training instance with shortest distance in the feature space to the testing ones. However, these are seldom used, as they typically do not lead to sufficient accuracy or robustness in the rather complex task of speech analysis.

Classification/regression: This step assigns the actual target to an unknown test instance. In the case of classification, these are discrete labels such as Ekman’s ‘big six’ emotion classes anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. In the case of regression, the output is a continuous value such as a speaker’s height in centimetres or age in years; in the case of emotion dimensions like potency, arousal, and valence, or the ‘big five’ personality dimensions of openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism, this is a real value typically ranging from −1 to +1. In general, a great diversity exists in the field, partly owing to the diverse requirements arising from the varieties of task. As discussed earlier, an increasing number of different speaker states and traits such as intoxication and sleepiness, or personality, likability, or height have recently been considered for classification or regression tasks (Mporas and Ganchev, 2009). With a growing amount of such target tasks, the question arises how knowledge of non-target speaker state and trait information may help the task at hand throughout classification or regression. If such information is not available, the follow-up question will be how combined assessment may help individual tasks, as in multi-task learning. Since learning multiple classification and regression tasks simultaneously allows to model mutual information between the tasks—which in turn can result in enhanced recognition performance for the individual tasks, multi-task learning has recently attracted a lot of attention in the machine learning community. Applying Support Vector Machines (SVM) with kernel functions that use a task-coupling parameter, or multi-task learning based on minimisation of regularisation functionals, outperformed single-task SVMs (Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004). In Micchelli and Pontil (2005), the authors use matrix-valued functions as kernels for multi-task learning. Further, Ni et al. (2007) propose a hierarchical Bayesian model for multi-task learning with sequential data, and Roy and Kaelbling (2007) presents a hierarchical extension of the classic Naive Bayes classifier, coupling multiple Naive Bayes classifiers for multi-task learning. In Obozinski and Taskar (2006), joint feature selection across a group of related classification and regression tasks is examined. For the task of combined stress and speech recognition, a multi-task approach representing an efficient alternative to the strategy of applying a front-end stress classification system as preprocessing step for a stress dependent recognition system has been introduced in Womack and Hansen (1999). The authors focus on generalising a standard one-dimensional Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to an N-channel HMM to model different stress conditions. By that is it possible to model stress at the sub-phoneme level, resulting in enhanced recognition rates. A general framework for ‘lifelong learning’ by applying knowledge transfer between different machine learning tasks has been proposed in Thrun and Mitchell (1995).

Fusion (optional): This stage exists if information is fused on the ‘late semantic’ level rather than on early feature level (cf., e.g., Bocklet et al., 2010).

Encoding (optional): Once the final decision is made, the information needs to be represented in an optimal way for system integration, e.g., in a dialogue system (De Melo and Paiva, 2007). Here, standards may be employed to ensure utmost re-usability such as VoiceXML, Extensible MultiModal Annotation markup language (EMMA) (Baglia et al.,
Acoustic models: These consist of the learnt dependencies between acoustic observations and classes, or continuous values in the case of regression.

Language models: They resemble acoustic models; they store the learnt dependencies of linguistic observations and according assignments.

6. The first paralinguistic challenge: age, gender, and affect

We now move from general paralinguistics to concrete examples of speaker states and traits. In this section, we first sketch the history of the specific speaker classification tasks—age, gender, and affect—addressed in the first Paralinguistic Challenge held at INTERSPEECH 2010, and then introduce the Challenge conditions and results.

6.1. Historical overview

Automatic age and gender classification from speech has been a topic of interest from as early as the 1950s (Mysak, 1959). Two main classes of features have been predominantly used for this task: Long term (mostly prosodic) features, and short term features based on MFCCs. Extensive work has also been done on both refining and measuring the significance of the long term features to the age classification task (Müller, 2006), as well as on how to optimally combine the two feature classes (Müller and Burkhardt, 2007).

In a binary classification task of perceived speaker age on Japanese read speech (Minematsu et al., 2002, 2002) used MFCCs and delta regression coefficients modelled with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Forty-three speakers previously judged as elderly, and equally as many speakers judged as non-elderly, were chosen for the study. 90.0% of the test sentences (with a length of five seconds each) were correctly classified. By including speech rate (morae per time unit) and local perturbation of power (power peaks per time unit), the accuracy was increased to 95.3%. Shafran et al. (2003) used HMM based classifiers on MFCCs and F0 features to recognise age in a five class task: <25, 25–50, 50 and >50, all in years. A database of spontaneous English phone calls to a customer care system (65% women, 35% men) was used for training. Results for age recognition showed: 68.4% correct classifications using only MFCCs, and 70.2% correct using a combination of cepstral and F0 features. Minematsu et al. (2003) conducted a study with male speakers on Japanese read speech (age groups 6–12, 20–60, and 60–90 years). The direct age was estimated by students in perception experiments from single sentences. Then each speaker was modelled with GMMs using MFCCs, Delta-MFCCs and Delta-Power as features yielding a correlation of 0.89 between human judgements and automatic classification.

Schötz (2006, 2007) used classification and regression trees (CART) in two studies on Swedish single-words with the aim to learn more about the relative importance of acoustic-phonetic features for automatic speaker age recognition. 50 features (e.g., measures of F0, duration and formant frequencies) were used from the phoneme segments of 2K versions of one Swedish word (rasa, engl. ‘collapse’), produced by 214 females and 214 males. The CART obtained an accuracy of 72%. The best correlation between direct chronological and recognised age was 0.45. Although humans and CARTs used similar cues, in a perception experiment, human listeners (mean error ± 8.9 years) were better judges of age than the CART estimators (± 14.5 years). Schötz (2006) used 748 speakers and 78 features to construct separate estimators of age for female, male, and all speakers. Results showed that F0 and duration were the most important single features. The best recogniser of Schötz (2006) led to similar results. Müller et al. (2003) compared six classification methods: Decision trees (DT), multilayer perceptron (MLPs), k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN), Naive Bayes (NB), and SVM in a study of automatic classification of age group and gender. Microvariations of fundamental frequency (jitter and shimmer) were extracted automatically and used as acoustic features. Two speech corpora comprising 393 speakers (about 10 000 samples from 347 speakers > 60 years, about 5000 samples from 46 speakers < 60 years) were used in the study. Results showed that all six methods performed significantly better than the baselines always predicting the more frequent class (elderly: 88%, male: 59%). The MLP performed best with 96.6% correct age group estimations. Müller (2005) extended the automatically extracted acoustic features to include not only jitter and shimmer but also F0, HNR, and speech rate (syllables per second) as well as pause duration and frequency. The number of speakers encompassed a total of 507 female and 657 male speakers divided into four age classes. The majority of
the speakers were children and seniors. Models were trained using the same five classification methods as in Müller et al. (2003). The best accuracy for the seven class task was again obtained using MLPs, with an overall accuracy of 63.5%.

A first non-public comparative study of speaker age recognition is reported in Metze et al. (2007). The evaluation data were taken from the German SpeechDat II corpus, which is annotated with age and gender labels as given by callers at the time of recording. The database consists of 4000 native German speakers who called a recording system over the telephone and read a set of numbers, words and sentences. For each class, 80 speakers were selected for training and 20 speakers for testing (weighted age and gender structure). Training data consisted of the whole utterance set of each person, up to 44 utterances. For further analysis, a sub-set of short utterances and another set of longer sentences was created. In order to evaluate the performance on data that originate from a different domain, the systems were also tested on VoiceClass data. These data were collected at the Deutsche Telekom and consists of 660 native speakers of German who called a voice recorder and freely talked for about 5–30 s on the topic of their favourite dish. Here, age structure was not controlled, and the data consist of many children and youth but almost no seniors. Four systems (A, B, C, and D) were compared which are described in more detail in Metze et al. (2007). The accuracy for the entire evaluation set ranged between 27% and 54% for precision while recall ranged between 46% and 55%. System A (based on class-specific phone recognisers) yielded the best performance. However, performance dropped for the short utterances which was attributed to the temporal structure realised in the phone bi-grams. System B (based on multiple prosodic features computed for the entire signal) and its accuracy showed very little dependency on the length of the utterance. Results of the out-of-domain task were similar which was interpreted as good robustness of the approaches against data from different domains and channels.

Müller and Burkhardt (2007) repeated the experiment comparing various combinations of short term cepstral and long term prosodic features. The best performing system for the entire evaluation set was a set of Gaussian Mixture Models using frame-based MFCCs plus a set of SVMs using utterance-level pitch statistics combined on the score level. It achieved a precision of 50% and a recall of 49%. Significant improvements were reported later by Bocklet et al. (2008) using a GMM-SVM supervector approach. With the best parameter set, this system achieved a performance of 77% precision and 74% recall on the entire test set. Note that the test conditions in Bocklet et al. (2008) were different from the original evaluation conditions.

Concerning ‘affect’, a broad overview of its analysis in speech and language is given in Schuller et al. (2011b). Here, we only give a very short historical overview of the broader field before focusing on the actual Challenge task, i.e., interest analysis. The time-line of automatic affect analysis can roughly be broken into three phases: Some spurious papers on recognition of affect in speech during the second half of the nineties (less than ten per year), a growing interest until 2004 (maybe some 30 per year), and then, a steep rise until today (> 100 per year) (Schuller et al., 2011b). What still can be observed nowadays is on the one hand, a more and more sophisticated employment of statistical procedures while, on the other hand, these procedures often do not keep up with the requirements of processing application-oriented, realistic speech data, due to over-fitting and lack of generalisation ability. Too often, the data used are still un-realistic, i.e., prompted and acted, and thus not representative of real-life. Moreover, few standardised corpora and test conditions exist to compare performances under exactly the same conditions. Apart from the first Emotion Challenge (Schuller et al., 2009b), a multiplicity of evaluation strategies is employed—such as cross-validation or percentage splits without proper instance definition—which prevents exact reproducibility.

Considering in particular the analysis of speaker’s interest using speech and language cues—the task in the Challenge—not much literature existed prior to the Challenge introduced below. In several studies it is believed that information on interest or disinterest of users has great potential for general Human–Computer Interaction (Pentland and Madan, 2005; Shriberg, 2005) and many commercial applications, such as sales and advertisement systems or virtual guides. Within the sparse existing literature that deals with human interest sensing, the following topics have been addressed so far: Contextual (Suzuki et al., 2005), vision-based approaches (Qvarfordt et al., 2005; Koshizen et al., 2007) for curiosity detection, e.g., for topic switching in infotainment systems or in customer service systems; multimodal (Stiefelhagen et al., 2002) and audiovisual interest detection in meetings (Gatica-Perez et al., 2005); or (children’s) tutoring systems (Mota and Picard, 2003). Moreover, there has been some research on interest detection on the Challenge corpus (TUM AViC, cf. Section 6.4) prior to the Challenge. This work was mainly based on acoustic cues (Vlasenko et al., 2008; Schuller and Rigoll, 2009), additional linguistic cues including non-verbal vocal outbursts (Schuller et al., 2006a), and even audiovisual cues (Schuller et al., 2007a, 2009a). Note that in these studies,
Table 1
Provided feature sets: 38 low-level descriptors with regression coefficients, 21 functionals. Details in the text. A ‘−’ indicates those only used for the TUM A VIC baseline. Abbreviations. DDP: difference of difference of periods, LSP: line spectral pairs. Q/A: quadratic, absolute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptors</th>
<th>Functionals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCM loudness</td>
<td>Position max/min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFCC [0–14]</td>
<td>Arithmetic mean, standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log Mel Freq. Band [0–7]−</td>
<td>Skewness, kurtosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP frequency [0–7]−</td>
<td>Linear regression coefficients− 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0 by sub-harmonic summation</td>
<td>Linear regression error Q/A−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0 envelope</td>
<td>Quartile− 1/2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voicing probability</td>
<td>Quartile range − 2−1/3−2/3−1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter local</td>
<td>Percentile 1/99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter DDP</td>
<td>Percentile range 99−1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimmer local</td>
<td>Up-level time − 75/90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

non-verbal vocal outbursts were recognised automatically, cf. also for the same dataset (Schuller et al., 2008a; Schuller and Weninger, 2010; Eyben et al., 2011a).

Looking at the ‘opposite side’ of interest, i.e., boredom, there exist several studies recognising it in line with other prototypical emotion categories; however, they usually employ acted data. Probably the most frequently used (acted) data set is the Berlin Emotional Speech database (Burkhardt et al., 2005a)—for results on this set cf., e.g., Schuller et al. (2010c), Gaurav (2008). Besides this set, others exist, such as the one used in Pao et al. (2010).

### 6.2. Challenge conditions

We now flesh out the details of the tasks and conditions put forth in the Paralinguistic Challenge. In the Age Sub-Challenge, the four groups—children, youth, adults, and seniors—had to be discriminated. In the Gender Sub-Challenge, a three-class classification task had to be solved separating female, male, and children. Finally, the Affect Sub-Challenge featured the state ‘interest’ in ordinal representation. Thus, regression was used for this task; participants could include linguistic features but only by incorporating automatic speech recognition. To this end, transcription of the training and development sets, including those of non-linguistic vocalisations, were known. Contextual knowledge could be used, as the sequence of ‘sub-speaker-turns’ was known.

All Sub-Challenges allowed contributors to find their own features with their own classification algorithm. However, a standard acoustic feature set (cf. Table 1) was given for each corpus that could be used. Participants had to stick to the definition of train, develop, and test sets. They could report on results obtained for the development set, but had only two trials to upload their results on the test set whose labels were unknown to them. The use of well-known and obtainable further language resources, e.g., for speech recognition, was permitted. Each participation had to be accompanied by a paper presenting the results that underwent peer-review. The organisers preserved the right to re-evaluate the findings, but did not participate themselves in the Challenge.

In this Challenge, an extended set of features compared to the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge (Schuller et al., 2009b) was given to the participants, again choosing the open-source toolkit openSMILE (Eyben et al., 2009). This extension intended to better reflect paralinguistic information (Ishi et al., 2006; Müller, 2007). 1582 acoustic features were obtained by systematic ‘brute-force’ feature (over)generation in three steps: first, the 38 low-level descriptors shown in Table 1 were extracted at 100 frames per second with varying window type and size (Hamming, 25 ms for all LLDs apart from pitch which was computed with a Gaussian window and 60 ms length), and smoothed by simple moving average low-pass filtering with a window length of three frames. Next, their first order regression coefficients were added in full compliance with the HTK toolkit (Young et al., 2006). Then, 21 functionals were applied (cf. Table 1) per audio file. However, 16 zero-information features (e.g., minimum F0, which is always zero) were discarded. Finally, the two single features ‘F0 number of onsets’ and ‘turn duration’ were added.

Due to the size of the aGender corpus, a limited set was provided for this corpus consisting of 450 features (missing descriptors and functionals are marked by ‘−’ in Table 1). We reduced the number of descriptors from 38 to 29, and that of functionals from 21 to 8. However, the configuration file to extract the same features as for TUM AVIC with openSMILE was provided.
Table 2
Age and gender classes of the aGender corpus, where f and m denote female and male, and x represents children w/o gender discrimination. The last two columns display the number of speakers/instances per set (Train and Develop).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th># Train</th>
<th># Develop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>7—14</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>68/4406</td>
<td>38/2396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>15—24</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>63/4638</td>
<td>36/2722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>15—24</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>55/4019</td>
<td>33/2170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>25—54</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>69/4573</td>
<td>44/3361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>25—54</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>66/4417</td>
<td>41/2512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>55—80</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>72/4924</td>
<td>51/3561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>55—80</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>78/5549</td>
<td>56/3826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3. The traits: age and gender

In the Age and Gender Sub-Challenge, the ‘aGender’ corpus was used for analyses and comparison (Burkhardt et al., 2010). An external company was employed by the corpus owner (Deutsche Telekom) to identify possible speakers of the targeted age and gender groups. The subjects received written instructions on the procedure and a financial reward. They were asked to call the recording system six times free of charge. Each time they were prompted by an automated Interactive Voice Response system to repeat given utterances or to produce free form spoken content. The speakers obtained individual prompt sheets containing the utterances and additional instructions. Between each session, a break of one day was scheduled to ensure more variations of the voices. Each subject’s six calls had to be done with a mobile phone alternating indoor and outdoor, in order to obtain different recording environments. The caller was connected by mobile network or ISDN and PBX to the recording system, which consisted of an application server hosting the recording application and a VoiceXML telephony server (Genesys Voice Platform). During the call, the utterances were recorded by the VoiceXML interpreter using the recording feature provided by the voice platform, and sent to the application server. The utterances were stored on the application server as 8 bit, 8 kHz, A-law data. To validate the data, the associated age cluster was compared with a manual transcription of the self stated date of birth.

Four age groups—Child, Youth, Adult, and Senior—were defined. The choice was not motivated by any physiological aspects arising from the development of the human voice with increasing age but solely on market aspects stemming from the application such as dialogue control in call centres. Since children are not subdivided into female and male, this results in seven classes as shown in Table 2. Note that the given age in years might differ by one year due to birthdays close to the date of speech collection. Also there are six cases where youth stated an incorrect age. Nonetheless, the (external) speaker recruiter assured that these n speakers indeed are youth.

The following requirements were communicated to the company assigned with the speaker recruitment: At least 100 German speakers for each class acquired from all German Federal States without perfect balance of German dialects needed to be included. Multiple speakers from one household were allowed. The ability to read the given phrases was a precondition for the participation of children. As further minimum requirement, we defined age sub-clusters of equal size. To account for the different age intervals of the groups, Children and Youth should be uniformly distributed into two year clusters, and Adults and Seniors into five year clusters. This means, for example, that 25 children from seven to eight years and 20 young-aged females between 17 and 18 years should participate. All age groups, including Children, should have equal gender distribution.

The content of the database was designed in the style of the SpeechDat corpora. Each of the six recording sessions contained 18 utterances taken from a set of utterances listed in detail in Burkhardt et al. (2010). The topics of these included command words, embedded commands, month, week day, relative time description, public holiday, birth date, time, date, telephone number, postal code, first name, last name, yes/no with free or preset inventory and appropriate ‘eliciting’ questions such as “Please tell us any date, for example the birthday of a family member.”

On an accompanying instruction sheet, all items relevant for the specific recording session were listed. There was no control that the personal dates, such as names or birthday, correspond with the information given at the screening of the callers. There was no need to repeat the same names on every recording session. Within the set of the pre-set words, it was ensured that the content for each speaker did not recur. In total, 47 h of speech in 65 364 single utterances from 945 speakers were collected. Note that not all volunteers completed all six calls and there were cases where some
of them called more often than six times, resulting in different numbers of utterances per speaker. The mean utterance length was 2.58 s.

For each of the seven classes, we selected randomly 25 speakers as a fixed Test set (17 332 utterances, 12.45 h), and the other 770 speakers as a Train set (53 076 utterances, 38.16 h). The latter was further subdivided into Train (32 527 utterances in 23.43 h of speech of 471 speakers) and Develop (20 549 utterances in 14.73 h of speech of 299 speakers) sets. Overall, this random speaker-based partitioning resulted roughly in a 40%/30%/30% Train/Develop/Test data distribution. Table 2 lists the number of speakers and the number of utterances per class in the Train and Develop sets and Fig. 2 depicts the number of speakers as a histogram over their age.

Decisive for the Age Sub-Challenge was the age group \{C, Y, A, S\} by classification as indicated in Table 2, and not the age in years. The age group could be handled either as combined age/gender task by classes \{1, \ldots, 7\}, or as age group task independent of gender by classes \{C, Y, A, S\}. For the official comparison of results, though, only the age group information was used for the competition in the Age Sub-Challenge, by mapping \{1, \ldots, 7\} \to \{C, Y, A, S\} as denoted in Table 2. For the Gender Sub-Challenge, the classes \{f, m, x\} had to be classified, as gender discrimination of children is considerably difficult; yet we decided to keep all instances for both tasks.

For the baselines, we exclusively exploited acoustic feature information. For transparency and easy reproducibility, we used the WEKA data mining toolkit for classification and regression (Witten and Frank, 2005; Hall et al., 2009). An overview of the baseline calculation steps in analogy to a general system as shown in Fig. 1 is given in Fig. 3. Note that we did not carry out optimisations because we wanted to keep the process easily reproducible. Thus, for the baseline, the Train and Develop sets are only used in union.

Table 3 shows unweighted and weighted accuracy per class for the Age and Gender Sub-Challenge. As the distribution among classes is not balanced, the competition measure is UA. The ‘blind’ test set shows better results likely due to the now larger training set. In almost all cases, a 7-group sub-model, separating age groups for gender recognition and vice versa, performs slightly better than direct modelling.

Out of 32 sites registering for the Challenge, nine research groups succeeded in taking part in the INTERSPEECH 2010 Paralinguistic Challenge with valid result submissions and accepted papers for presentation at INTERSPEECH 2010; five from Europe (Germany (2), Portugal, Czech Republic, Slovenia), one from Israel, two from the United States (one in cooperation with Korea), and one from Australia. As shown in Table 4, most of the participants took part in both the Age and the Gender Sub-Challenge. One research group focused on the Age Sub-Challenge, one took part in the Affect Sub-Challenge only, and one took part in both the Gender and the Affect Sub-Challenge.
Table 3
Age and Gender Sub-Challenge baseline results by Sequential Minimum Optimisation learned pairwise Support Vector Machines with linear Kernel; UA: unweighted accuracy, WA: weighted accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Ch.</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>% UA</th>
<th>% WA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train vs. Develop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{1, ..., 7}</td>
<td>44.24</td>
<td>44.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>{1, ..., 7} → {C, Y, A, S}</td>
<td>47.11</td>
<td>46.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{C, Y, A, S}</td>
<td>46.22</td>
<td>45.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>{1, ..., 7} → {x, f, m}</td>
<td>77.28</td>
<td>84.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{x, f, m}</td>
<td>76.99</td>
<td>86.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train + Develop vs. Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{1, ..., 7}</td>
<td>44.94</td>
<td>45.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>{1, ..., 7} → {C, Y, A, S}</td>
<td>48.83</td>
<td>46.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{C, Y, A, S}</td>
<td>48.91</td>
<td>46.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>{1, ..., 7} → {x, f, m}</td>
<td>81.21</td>
<td>84.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{x, f, m}</td>
<td>80.42</td>
<td>86.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As described in detail above, we as the organisers provided a set of 450 acoustic features as part of our baseline system. Two groups focused on the improvement of the classification technique using this feature set. Nguyen et al. (2010) used fuzzy Support Vector Machines instead of the standard SVM of the baseline system and achieved small but not significant improvements on the Test set, compared to the baseline, for both the Age and the Gender Sub-Challenge. Lingenfelser et al. (2010) explored ensemble classification techniques with a set of different Naive Bayes classifiers, each of them trained on a different feature subset, with the goal to recognise one particular class especially well. Different fusion techniques were evaluated with significant improvements over their baseline, which was obtained with a single Naive Bayes classifier. However, the results remained clearly below the official baseline.

Other research groups focused on MFCC features only. Porat et al. (2010) used twelve MFCCs and Δ coefficients with cepstral mean subtraction and variance normalisation, and trained a GMM universal background model (UBM) on the non-silent parts of the training set. Then, they computed supervectors of weights: Each element of this vector represents one component of the Gaussian mixture model and measures how ‘relevant’ this component is for the production of the speech of the given speaker; i.e., it is the relative frequency how often this component is one of the top n components producing the sequence of feature vectors of one speaker. Thus, these supervectors characterise the given speaker and are then classified in a second step with a Support Vector Machine to obtain the age of the speaker. The authors took part only in the Age Sub-Challenge; although this approach is interesting and novel, the results on the Test set unfortunately clearly stayed behind the official baseline. The gender classification system of Gajšek et al. (2010) is a rather ‘simple’ one but astonishingly quite competitive. It is based on ‘standard HTK’ MFCCs 1–12 and the short time energy and their Δ coefficients with cepstral mean and variance normalisation. Three full-covariance GMMs with 512 components each were trained on non-silent speech regions for the three gender classes. This system outperformed their alternative gender detection system based on the GMM-UBM model adapted to the three gender classes using maximum a-posteriori (MAP) adaptation to the speech of the specific speaker and subsequent classification of the GMM supervector with a Support Vector Machine. Their ‘simple’ system reached the third place in the challenge being only slightly (and not significantly) behind the system on the second place.

Table 4
Participants of the three Sub-Challenges of the INTERSPEECH 2011 Paralinguistic Challenge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Challenges</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Affect</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The other four participants in the Age Sub-Challenge all built various classification systems and used late fusion in order to combine them. Li et al. (2010) trained four different GMM systems, each of them based on a GMM universal background model. As features, they used 39 MFCC features (coefficients 0–12 and Δ and ΔΔ features) with cepstral mean and variance normalisation and voice activity detection (VAD) to eliminate non-speech frames. In their first system, the GMM-UBM is adapted to the age and gender classes using MAP adaptation; the adapted models are used directly for age and gender classification. In the second system, the GMM-UBM is adapted to the speech of one speaker; GMM supervectors are created by concatenation of the mean vectors of all Gaussian components. In the second step, these supervectors were classified using 21 one-vs.-one classifiers and seven one-vs.-rest classifiers to obtain “discriminative aGender characterisation score vectors”, which were subsequently classified by a back end SVM classifier. The third system used maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) adaptation to adapt the GMM-UBM to the speech of one speaker. Then, the MLLR matrix supervector was directly classified by a multi-class SVM classifier. In the fourth system, the GMM-UBM is used to calculate a Tandem posterior probability supervector, which is subsequently classified with a linear kernel multi-class SVM. Additionally to these four systems, an SVM system based on the openSMILE feature set (450 features) provided by the organisers of the challenge was used. These five systems are finally fused using a linear combination of the posterior scores of the individual systems. For the final system submitted to the challenge, the authors determined the weights automatically, based on the inverse entropy. In both the Age and the Gender Sub-Challenge, the results on the Test set were significantly above the baseline system submitted to the challenge, the authors determined the weights automatically, based on the inverse entropy. In both the Age and the Gender Sub-Challenge, the results on the Test set were significantly above the baseline results.

In many aspects, the system of the winners of the Age Sub-Challenge, Kockmann et al. (2010), is very similar to the one presented by Li et al. This system is also based on late fusion of various sub-systems. In this case, six sub-systems are fused using multi-class logistic regression. Again, one of these sub-systems is based on the official openSMILE feature set of the challenge and SVM classification. Furthermore, four sub-systems are based on MFCCs 0–12 and Δ and ΔΔ features. A Hungarian phone recogniser is used to discard non-speech segments and a standard RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA) filter is used to remove slow and very fast spectral changes, which seem not to be characteristic for natural speech. The first of the four MFCC based systems consists of seven class-specific GMMs with task-specific back ends for both the Age and the Gender task. Each class-specific GMM was obtained by MAP adaptation of the UBM. For the second system, class-specific GMMs were trained directly using conventional Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation, which serve as starting point for a further discriminative re-estimation of the mean and variance parameters using the Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) criterion. The third system is based on speaker factors that control the position of the speaker in the eigenvoice space from a Joint Factor Analysis (JFA) based speaker recognition system. 50 eigenvoices are trained from 309 speakers of different age and gender from the 2004 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation corpus. Then, a 50-dimensional speaker factor vector is estimated from an aGender utterance and classified with a multi-class SVM. The fourth system is another system based on a JFA based speaker recognition system. Data of 235 speakers of the aGender Train set are used to build speaker dependent models. New data are scored against these models, resulting in a 235-dimensional feature vector, which is then classified with a multi-class SVM. The sixth system is a GMM-SVM system based on 26 perceptual linear predictive (PLP) features. Kockmann et al. won the Age Sub-Challenge and reached second place in the Gender Sub-Challenge, significantly behind the system of Meinedo et al., who presented two similar, but separate systems for the Age and the Gender Sub-Challenge.

The gender classification system of Meinedo and Trancoso (2010) is also a system based on late fusion of six sub-systems using multi-class linear logistic regression. The first two sub-systems are based on the official openSMILE feature set provided by the organisers. The first system uses a linear kernel SVM, the second one a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with two hidden layers. Systems 3 and 4 are both MLP systems based on twelfth order PLP features, short time energy, and Δ features. Like Kockmann et al., Meinedo et al. used additional speech corpora in order to train their systems: the CMU Kids corpus, the PF-STAR Children corpus, and the European Portuguese Broadcast News BN ALERT corpus. The former two corpora contain children’s speech, the latter one adults’ speech with gender annotation representing a higher speaker variability and a more diverse audio background. System 3 is trained on the aGender corpus and the additional children’s speech data, system 4 is trained on all listed corpora including the broadcast news corpus. For the fifth system, 28 static modulation spectrogram features are extracted which are then classified with a GMM classifier whose class-dependent models are obtained by MAP adaptation of a universal background model. This system was trained on all listed corpora, too. In addition to these five systems, the output of the age classification system was included. This system is similar to the gender-dependent system and consists of four sub-systems. The broadcast news corpus was not used since it does not contain any age information. Consequently, the
corresponding system to system 4 of the gender classification system is missing. The results of the age classification are close, but slightly worse than the official baseline results. However, the authors’ system for gender classification outperformed the systems of all other participants.

Bocklet et al. did not take part in the official challenge as they are with the same research group as two of the organisers. In their work, the authors compare early feature level fusion with late score level fusion. The latter fusion technique resulted in better results for the combined 7-class problem on the Development set. Five different systems/feature types are fused: The first system is based on MFCCs 1–12 and the short time logarithmic energy and their Δ features which are modelled with a GMM-UBM. MAP adaptation was used to adapt the UBM to the utterance of a specific speaker. The GMM supervector obtained by concatenation of the mean vectors of the Gaussian components is then used as a feature vector. For the second system, the first 13 cepstral coefficients of the PLP model spectrum and their Δ features are extracted. Again, a GMM supervector is calculated. For the third system, TempoRAL PatternS (TRAPS) of a 310 ms context in 18 Mel-frequency bands are computed resulting in a 558-dimensional feature vector which is finally reduced to a dimension of 24 using LDA prior to the computation of the GMM supervector. The fourth system uses 73 prosodic features modelling $F_0$, energy, duration, pauses; jitter, and shimmer are extracted for voiced speech segments. On the utterance level, the three functionals minimum, maximum, and arithmetic mean are applied, resulting in a 219-dimensional feature vector. The fifth system is based on nine glottis parameters of a physical mass-spring vocal fold model introduced by Stevens (1998). Again, the three functionals minimum, maximum, and mean are applied resulting in a 27-dimensional feature vector. For early fusion, the three GMM supervectors, the 219-dimensional prosodic feature vector, and the 27-dimensional feature vector of the glottis parameters are concatenated and classified with a SVM. For late fusion, the feature vectors of the five systems are classified with separate SVMs and the output scores are finally combined with multi-class logistic regression. The results on the Test set are significantly better than the ones of the baseline system for both the Age and the Gender Sub-Challenge.

This overview of the techniques used by the participants of the Age and Gender Sub-Challenges showed that a diversity of features and classification techniques has been used. The individual results of the participants are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the results of the seven participants of the Age Sub-Challenge, Fig. 4(b) those of the seven participants of the Gender Sub-Challenge. Fig. 5 displays absolute improvements needed to be significantly better than a given result for four levels of significance based on a one-sided $z$-test (Dietterich, 1998). To be significantly better than the age baseline on a level of $\alpha = 0.01$, for example, an absolute improvement of 1.25% is needed. Hence, results

![Fig. 4. Results of the participants of the INTERSPEECH 2010 Paralinguistic Challenge for the (a) Age and (b) Gender Sub-Challenge.](image-url)
of 50.2% unweighted average recall or better are significantly better than the baseline of 48.9% UAR. For the Gender Sub-Challenge, results $\geq 82.2\%$ UAR are better than the baseline of 81.2% UAR for $\alpha = 0.01$.

**Fig. 4** (a) and (b) also shows the result of a majority voting of the contributions of the three and the five best participants in the Age and the Gender Sub-Challenge, respectively. In the rare event of a draw, the first class is preferred, each, in the order of C, Y, A, S (Age Sub-Challenge) and $x, f, m$ (Gender Sub-Challenge). In both cases, the improvement by fusing the best individual contributions is significant at $\alpha = 0.01$. It has to be noted that the number of contributions that are used in the majority vote is optimised on the Test set—the result is thus to be considered as an upper benchmark. **Fig. 6** (a) and (b) shows the results for different numbers of fused contributions. For the Age Sub-Challenge, better results than the best single contribution are only obtained if the best three or four contributions are fused. The best single contribution in the Gender Sub-Challenge can be improved by fusing the best $n$ contributions with $n$ ranging from three to six. However, the best result is obtained if the best five systems are used.

6.4. The states: affect

For the **Affect Sub-Challenge**, we selected the Audiovisual Interest Corpus recorded at the Technische Universität München (‘TUM AVIC’) as described in Schuller et al. (2009a). In the scenario setup, an experimenter and a subject are sitting on opposite sides of a desk. The experimenter plays the role of a product presenter and leads the subject through...
Table 5
Details on subjects contained in the TUM AVIC database. Further details in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th># subjects</th>
<th>Mean age</th>
<th>Rec. time [h]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>10:22:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>5:14:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>5:08:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &lt;30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>5:13:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 30–40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>3:37:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt;40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>1:31:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A commercial presentation. The subject’s role is to listen to explanations and topic presentations of the experimenter, ask several questions of her/his interest, and actively interact with the experimenter, considering his/her interest in the addressed topics. The subject was explicitly asked not to worry about being polite to the experimenter, e.g., by always showing a certain level of ‘polite’ attention, in order to increase data variability. Visual and voice data were recorded by a camera and two microphones, one headset and one far-field microphone. For the Challenge, the lapel microphone recordings at 44.1 kHz, 16 bit were used. 21 subjects took part in the recordings, three of them Asian, the remaining European. The language throughout experiments is English, and all subjects are non-native, but experienced English speakers. More details on the subjects are summarised in Table 5.

In the Challenge, the speech data of the subjects were used exclusively for analysis. To acquire reliable labels of a subject’s ‘Level of Interest’ (LoI), the entire video material was segmented into speaker- and sub-speaker-turns and subsequently labelled by four male annotators, independently from each other. The annotators were undergraduate students of psychology. The intention was to annotate observed interest in the common sense. A speaker-turn is defined as continuous speech segment produced solely by one speaker—back channel interjections (“mhm”, etc.) are ignored, i.e., every time there is a speaker change, a new speaker turn begins. This is in accordance with the common understanding of the term ‘turn-taking’. Speaker-turns thus can contain multiple and especially long sentences. In order to provide Level of Interest analysis on a finer time scale, the speaker turns were further segmented at grammatical phrase boundaries: A turn lasting longer than two seconds is split by punctuation and syntactical and grammatical rules, until each segment is shorter than 2 s. These segments are referred to as sub-speaker-turns.

The LoI is annotated for each sub-speaker turn. In order to get an impression of a subject’s character and behaviour prior to the actual annotation, the annotators had to watch approximately five minutes of a subject’s video. This helps to find the range of intensity within which the subject expresses her/his curiosity. As the focus of interest based annotation lies on the sub-speaker turn, each of those had to be viewed at least once to find out the LoI displayed by the subject.

Five Levels of Interest were distinguished:

LoI−2—Disinterest (subject is tired of listening and talking about the topic, is totally passive, and does not follow)

LoI−1—Indifference (subject is passive, does not give much feedback to the experimenter’s explanations, and asks unmotivated questions, if any)

LoI0—Neutrality (subject follows and participates in the discourse; it cannot be recognised, if she/he is interested or indifferent about the topic)

LoI+1—Interest (subject wants to discuss the topic, closely follows the explanations, and asks questions)

LoI+2—Curiosity (strong wish of the subject to talk and learn more about the topic).

Additionally, the spoken content has been transcribed, and long pause, short pause, and non-linguistic vocalisations have been labelled. These vocalisations are breathing (452), consent (325), hesitation (1147), laughter (261), and coughing, other human noise (716). There is a total of 18 581 spoken words, and 23 084 word-like units including fragments and 2901 non-linguistic vocalisations. In summary, the overall annotation contains per sub-speaker-turn segment: spoken content, non-linguistic vocalisations, individual annotator tracks, and mean LoI.

For the Challenge, ground truth is established by shifting to a continuous scale obtained by averaging the single annotator LoI. The histogram for this mean LoI is depicted in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the subjects still seemed to have been somewhat polite, as almost no negative average LoI is found. Note that here the original LoI scale reaching from LoI−2 to LoI+2 is mapped onto $[-1, 1]$ by division by two in accordance with the scaling adopted in other corpora,
e.g., Grimm et al. (2008). Apart from higher precision, this representation form allows for subtraction of a subject’s long term interest profile. Note that the Level of Interest introduced herein is highly correlated to arousal. However, at the same time there is an obvious strong correlation to valence, as, e.g., boredom has a negative valence, while strong interest is characterised by positive valence. The annotators, however, labelled interest in the common sense, thus comprising both aspects.

As before, we partitioned the 21 speakers (and 3880 sub-speaker-turns) speaker-independently in the best achievable balance with priority on gender, followed by age and then ethnicity into three sets for Train (1512 sub-speaker-turns in 51:44 minutes of speech, four female, four male speakers), Develop (1161 sub-speaker-turns in 43:07 minutes of speech, three female, three male speakers), and Test (1207 sub-speaker-turns in 42:44 minutes of speech, three female, four male speakers).

For the baselines, we again exclusively exploit acoustic feature information. Linguistic information—well known to be useful (Lee and Narayanan, 2005)—could be used for the Affect Sub-Challenge, but the word level transcription is given exclusively for the Train and Develop sets of TUM AVIC, as the Challenge aims at ‘real-life’ conditions as if for a running system ‘in the wild’ (Devillers and Vidrascu, 2006). Spoken content of the Test set thus needs to be recognised by automatic speech recognition rather than using perfect transcription—in the end, even recognition of affective speech may be a challenge (Steidl et al., 2010). However, to evaluate best suited textual analysis methods for interest determination, the Develop set providing perfect transcription could be used.

Table 6 depicts the results for the Affect Sub-Challenge baseline. The measures for this task are cross correlation (CC) and mean linear error (MLE), as found in other studies (e.g., Grimm et al., 2008), whereby CC is the primary measure. Here, a clear downgrade is observed for the apparently more ‘challenging’ Test condition.

Only two research groups succeeded in taking part in the Affect Sub-Challenge whose papers got accepted for presentation at INTERSPEECH 2010. Gajšek et al. (2010) used the same set of low-level descriptors as in the official feature set of the baseline provided by the organisers. They formed four groups of LLDs: prosodic features, MFCC features, linear spectral frequency (LSF) pairs, and logarithmic Mel-frequency bands (LMFB). Each set of features was modelled by its own GMM-UBM, which was then adapted by MAP adaptation to a given speech sample. The GMM supervector was formed by concatenation of the mean vectors of the adapted GMM; the Level of Interest was subsequently predicted using two regression techniques: WEKA’s REP-Trees with Random-Sub-Space learning and support vector regression (SVR). For each set of features, the number of Gaussian mixtures, the type of the covariance matrix (diagonal or full covariance) and the type of the regression technique were optimised on the Develop set. The four systems were finally combined by sum rule fusion; the weights were optimised using a four-fold cross-validation.

Table 6
Affect Sub-Challenge baseline results. Unpruned REP-Trees (25 cycles) in Random-Sub-Space meta-learning (500 iterations, sub-space size 5%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Challenge</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>MLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train vs. Develop Baseline</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gajšek et al. (2010)</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train + Develop vs. Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gajšek et al. (2010)</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeon et al. (2010)</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on the Develop set. Although the authors obtained better results on the Develop set (cf. Table 6), the results on the Test set in terms of the cross-correlation were slightly worse than the official baseline results.

The second research group taking part in the Affect Sub-Challenge was Jeon et al. (2010), who also won this Sub-Challenge. They could improve the baseline results on the Test set slightly (cf. Table 6) with a decision level fusion of three sub-systems. The first two systems used acoustic information. In both systems the official openSMILE feature set provided by the organisers was used. In the first system, the Level of Interest was predicted with Random-Sub-Space with REP-Tree and in the second one, a Gaussian Process model with normalized polynomial kernel was used. The third sub-system was based on lexical information obtained from the output of an ASR system. Bag-of-words features, the number of words in a turn, the number of strong subjective words in a turn based on the subjective dictionary, and the maximum LoI value among all words in a turn were used. The LoI value of a word, defined as the average LoI value of all utterances that contain this word, was estimated on the Train set. A super-classifier (SVM) was used to combine the outputs of these three sub-systems. The most improvement was due to the integration of lexical information, although the word error rate of the ASR system seems to be very high (estimated to be around 70%; the human transcription was not available for the Test set).

Overall, this Challenge has seen several highly ‘tuned’ systems using additional data and fusing several engines; however, the best result was reached only by fusion of all participants’ estimates, i.e., by employing even more systems.

7. Ten recent and future trends

The variety of approaches that have been used in the Challenge mirrors the general trends described in Section 5. In this final section, we will in addition present a list of ten trends that possibly—and hopefully—will characterise the field of automatic processing of paralinguistic in the years to come; some of the trends have been exemplified above, some others will only be mentioned.

More tasks and coupling of tasks: A variety of tasks has been mentioned passim so far; this list is, however, not exhaustive. It will simply be a matter of availability of annotated data which additional tasks will be addressed. The taxonomy along the time axis, displayed in Section 2, is a convenient point of departure for (inter-)dependencies and coupling of tasks: Long term traits are interdependent to some degree (e.g., age with height and weight); medium-term phenomena can be dependent on long term traits, e.g., health state can deteriorate with age, and short term states such as emotion are of course dependent on personality traits (Reisenzein and Weber, 2009; Revelle and Scherer, 2009).

Simultaneously learning multiple classification targets or exploiting contextual knowledge (automatic estimation of certain speaker or speech characteristics for a related classification task) is especially promising whenever there exist correlations between the characteristics and prediction targets. For example, a benefit of modelling age and gender in parallel over dealing with each attribute individually could be proven in our first Paralinguistic Challenge. For paralinguistic information extraction, a number of different methods exists in theory and partly in practice to exploit such additional ‘contextual’ knowledge such as age, emotion, gender, height, race, etc.: These methods comprise separate models per class, normalisation, or more complex adaptation by type or addition of speaker state and trait information as additional feature. In Schuller et al. (2011e), first beneficial effects are shown by providing knowledge on speaker traits as ground truth feature information, when assessing other speaker traits. This may occur in practical situations where, for example, height can be assessed by analysing camera recordings. The authors choose the TIMIT corpus mentioned above and the three main speaker traits age, gender, and height with the additional speaker information of speaker dialect region, education level, and race. While this work focused on knowledge inclusion by feature addition, there obviously are many other approaches to exploit such knowledge, e.g., by building age, gender, or height dependent models for any of the other tasks. This will require further experience in the case of age and height dependent models because reasonable quantisation is required. A further step will be to find methods to automatically estimate any of these parameters at the same time by mutual exploitation of each other—which is interesting, given the different task representations (continuous, ordinal, or binary). Methods such as multi-task learning of neural nets generally allow for this (Stademann et al., 2005); however, they have to be tailored accordingly.

More continuous modelling: The classic approach is classification with two to N classes, e.g., the big six emotions, gender, or age groups. However, in most cases, this goes along with some reduction of information, especially where continuous or ordinal measures are the basic units, as is the case for intoxication (blood alcohol percentage), age, weight, height, and the like. Further, human annotation is often performed using ordinal scales, be this degree of intoxication or sleepiness, of emotion-related states such as level of interest, or based on dimensional approaches towards emotion
More, synthesised and agglomerated data, and cross-corpus modelling: Paralinguistic databases are still sparse—in particular publicly available ones. But, this seems to be changing: There are more databases increasingly available, and hopefully, this trend will continue in the future. Then, multi-corpus and cross-corpus evaluations such as the ones described above for age and gender (cf. Section 6.1) and as recently done for emotion (Stuhlsatz et al., 2011; Schuller et al., 2010c; Eyben et al., 2010a) could be part of future research on combined speaker trait analysis. In addition, this allows for data agglomeration (Schuller et al., 2011f), i.e., for a combination of multiple corpora for model training—a standard procedure in automatic speech recognition. It has further been shown that synthesised speech can be used for improved cross-corpus model training in speaker state analysis (Schuller and Burkhardt, 2010)—a promising result, as synthesised speech can be produced in high variety, altering all states and traits to produce very general learning models. Finally, semi-supervised learning or even unsupervised learning can be employed for adding large amounts of speech and language data (Jia et al., 2007; Mahdhaoui and Chetouani, 2009; Yamada et al., 2010).

More and novel features: A plethora of different (types of) new features and varieties of established features has been evaluated and described in numerous papers; it has been repeatedly shown that enlarging the feature space can help boost accuracy (Schuller et al., 2008c, 2011a). All these features can be combined in different ways—the problem being less the possibility to compute and combine them in brute force approaches, but finding out whether they really add new information and by that, help boosting performance in more general or cross-corpus and cross-task analyses, and help doing feature selection and reduction. An interesting alternative is to investigate expert-crafted higher-level features (Mubarak et al., 2006) such as perceptually motivated features (Wu et al., 2011; Mahdhaoui et al., 2010), or features based on pre-classification (Ringeval and Chetouani, 2008).

More (coupling of) linguistics and non-linguistics: Recently, there is renewed interest in non-verbal/non-linguistic phenomena and their use in human–human/human–machine communication. The ultimate solution will of course not be to define new research domains as dealing (only) with non-verbal phenomena (Social Signal Processing (Vinciarelli et al., 2009)), but to combine acoustic/vocal with linguistic/verbal—and multimodal—analysis. There are, already, a couple of papers that integrate such non-linguistic information either directly into the linguistic string (Schuller et al., 2009a) or in a late fusion (Eyben et al., 2011b).

More optimisation: Based on publicly available corpora with well-defined partitioning, and based on the experience gained with first challenges (Schuller et al., 2009b, 2010b), more systematic optimisation is encouraged and reported. These optimisation steps usually involve feature space optimisation by reduction and selection; this can be done ‘globally’, i.e., for all classes at a time, or ‘locally’, e.g., for sub-sets of classes in hierarchical classification (Lee et al., 2009, 2011b), or for different phonemes, etc. (Bitouk et al., 2011). Also, feature generation (Schuller et al., 2006b) can be employed. Recently, more optimisation for data representation is utilised such as instance balancing (e.g., by SMOTE (Schuller et al., 2009b) or similar techniques) or instance selection (Erdem et al., 2010; Schuller et al., 2011f), and more systematic classifier and regressor optimisation and tailored architectures (hierarchical (Yoon and Park, 2011) and hybrid (Schuller et al., 2004) or ensembles (Schuller et al., 2005; Schwenker et al., 2010)). The Challenge reported above has also shown an increasing trend towards fusion of multiple systems. More specific to speech analysis than to machine learning in general, speaker clustering for state analysis or speech clustering by state for trait analysis (Dongdong and Yingchun, 2009; Li et al., 2009), and adaptation/normatisation is observed in particular for speaker state analysis. Finally, also in (speech) signal capturing optimisation efforts can be observed increasingly in the literature, for instance, the use of silent speech interfaces for stress detection and speaker verification (Patil and Hansen, 2010).

More robustness: Normally, speech is preferred if recorded under acoustically favourable conditions, i.e., with a close-talk microphone. Robustness refers to ‘technical’ robustness against noise (Tabatabaei and Krishnan, 2010) (technical noise, cocktail party effect), reverberation (Weninger et al., 2011; Schuller, 2011), packet loss, and coding. These phenomena have, however, almost exclusively been addressed for affect analysis so far—other speaker classification tasks are yet to follow. Non-technical robustness refers to phenomena such as: attempted fraud (feigning a
speaker trait such as identity or age, or a speaker state such as degree of intoxication, or emotion which is not one’s own (Cannizzaro et al., 2004; Reilly et al., 2004)), correct identification even if influenced or distorted by intervening factors such as tiredness or emotion (Shahin, 2009), or the use of non-idiosyncratic/non-native language (Chen and Bond, 2010).

**More standardisation:** This is sorely needed as measures of performance, for instance, vary widely between studies. Examples for standardisations comprise markup languages such as the ones named above (EMMA (Baggia et al., 2007), EmotionML (Schröder et al., 2007), MIML (Mao et al., 2008), VoiceXML), documentation and well-motivated grouping of features such as the CEICES Feature Coding Scheme (Batliner et al., 2011c), and well-defined evaluation settings (Schuller et al., 2009b, 2010b, 2011c), and feature sets and classification frameworks as provided by the openSMILE (Eyben et al., 2010b) and openEAR (Eyben et al., 2009) toolkits in this field.

**More realism:** This is an ever-lasting topic: Basically there is agreement that less acted, more realistic data are needed but progress is slow, due to the high effort of collecting and subsequently processing realistic data. Realism concerns type of data (more spontaneous, conversational, verbally non-restricted speech) and transparent choice of instances, i.e., no preselection of nice and straightforward cases, especially not on an intuitive basis (Steidl et al., 2009).

It further concerns the types of processing such as fully automatic chunking based on acoustic, phonetic, or linguistic criteria, dealing with ASR output (Metze et al., 2011) and not with forced alignment (Schuller et al., 2007b), or manual segmentation and transliteration of the spoken word chain. If additional meta-information or common knowledge is exploited in the analysis process, this should be accessed by actual web-based queries rather than providing exactly the correct and flawless data, etc. Evaluation should follow well established criteria such as partitioning into train, develop, and test set, and subject independence, i.e., not (only) randomised and by that, subject dependent many-fold cross-validation.

**Cross-cultural aspects:** The task is getting even more challenging if we look at cross-cultural effects. Speech has both universal aspects, on the one hand, and language- or culture-specific aspects, on the other hand. Despite centuries of theoretical debate (Boden, 2008), the balance between these two classes of properties is still highly controversial. At a superficial level, it is clear that spoken language differs across cultures and languages along a multiplicity of dimensions, ranging from phonetics through grammar, vocabulary and metaphor, to pragmatics and discourse strategies. (Some of these differences, such as those involving metaphor or phonetics, may be pronounced even for cultural groups that share the same language, whereas other factors such as grammar tend to be more widely shared by speakers of the same language.) However, so far the effects of culture on the various facets of speaker classification have received comparatively little attention. Various authors have reported that modern approaches to speaker identification are reasonably insensitive to the language being spoken (see, e.g., Bellegarda, 2007). Although statistically significant differences in the performance of speaker-verification algorithms on different languages from the same corpus have been reported (Kleynhans and Barnard, 2005), these differences are relatively small in magnitude. Emotion recognition, on the other hand, has been shown to depend strongly on the language being spoken (Shami and Verhelst, 2007; Chen, 2009; Esposito and Riviello, 2011).

With the gain in accuracies and higher generalisation abilities of future automatic paralinguistic analysis systems to be expected following these trends, we look forward to seeing more applications in a real-world-context.

### 8. Concluding remarks

In conclusion, we herewith summarise the multiple threads of ideas and results presented in this article. We started with a short historical overview and a description of the most important aspects of defining the realm of paralinguistics. Then, we sketched promising applications. In order to end up with successful applications, we have to first establish successful computational approaches toward detecting, classifying, and recognizing paralinguistic phenomena, be these distinctive classes or continua. Of course, a full foundation of this field is far beyond what this article can achieve. We thus concentrated on a specific use case, namely the first Paralinguistic Challenge which has to be taken as exemplar for state-of-the-art computational approaches. Obviously, there is a gap between these approaches and basic—phonetic or linguistic—research: Successful computational approaches use more or less sophisticated (combinations/fusions of) classifiers together with either some standard set of features—mostly MFCCs—or with brute force feature sets, in combination with some feature reduction or selection. Naturally enough, in such a challenge where performance is the most important measure, interpretation of phenomena and pertinent features comes second—or not at all. However, this nicely mirrors the state-of-the-art in general: Results or interpretations from basic research are simply taken as
suggestion for putting into operation the machinery of data mining and pattern recognition. Most likely, for the next time to come, the two approaches will simply run in parallel, without too much interdependence. It is evident, though, that optimal performance can be reached only with a deeper understanding and harnessing of the underlying processes. We have mentioned some of these aspects in Section 7, and the basic conceptual inventory has been sketched in Section 2. Needless to say, there is much more to take into account for implementing a fully functional paralinguistic module within applications including generation of speech and facial gestures and the use of multimodality in general, the incorporation of non-linguistic/social context, philosophical considerations and psychological understanding and last but definitely not least, ethical considerations. Indeed, the balance between what is computationally possible and what is societally meaningful are critical but largely open questions of ongoing inquiry.
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